The following construction of AQ is similar to the method of Takesaki   Q8 ]. §o is not assumed to be separable.
Lemma 3. Let X Q be a cyclic and separating vectors for a von Neu-
man algebra 3lo on §o and z be a separating vector for 3to satisfying
for all Q^>Q, Q£$t' Q . Then there exists a positive self -adjoint operator
Since #o is cyclic for SR 03 ^o = 0 for ^ES^o implies Q = Q and hencê 2r = 0. Therefore 5 is well-defined, linear operator. Since x 0 is separating for 9^0, the domain 3) =^0^0 of S is dense. (1) ex^e x , if A^r.
(2) lim e X7? = e x .
nt(
3) ci +e = l for e>0 and e 0 = 0. 
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(ii) Since e x commutes with T, we have for all ^i, ^2eS. Hence a(l-e x )r± §x and (3.14)
(iii) For all 5F 1} F 2 6 ^, we have Therefore (¥, E f ®)^$ for any projection £" in 7r(2ty and hence (4.9) holds for any £^0, Q67r(9ty. Q.E.D.
To apply Lemma 3, we need a further reduction: 
Proof. s(xi)s(yi)¥ = Q implies
and hence
The converse is also true. Therefore
Similar formula holds for S(JI)S(A;I). Since
by definition, we obtain (4.12). (4.13) and (4.14) then follow. 
